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ABSTRACT
. A study tested the theory that an item that stands

out from its background is better remembered than ()be that is similar
to the background (the isolation effect). Specificallk, the study 3

examined,whether the isolation effect Would be greater when there was
a larger and more confusing mass of background items, whether
position of the isolated item would enhance-tmemory for it and its
surrounding items, and whether varying its position in a list would
affect memory. Subjects, 44 college students, were.presented with 12
lists of consonants on an,overhead projector. Isolatiorrof items was
achieved by printing them slightly larger than other items on the
lists; ANOVA was used to a§sess the number 'of list items and the
number of isolated items'eacil subject recalled. The factors analyzed
-were (1) type of isolate; (2) scoring (letters correct only if in
correct position--strict scoring--and letters correct if recalled im
any position--lenient scoring); (3) list length (9, 11, and 13

,

items); and (4) isofation (isolated and unisolated trigrams). Results
showed that the isolation effect was in evidence and, at leait for
lenient scoring procedures, support 1tke theory that the effect
increased with increases idclist len h. This theory was not ,

supported with strict scorifilg procedu s, however. The findings
suggest that isolation of an item impr ves item memory in proportion
to its list length or weakness, but nt position. ''(FL)
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Isolation Effect

-(1) The isolatiOrl;effect ih SiMultaneously presented lists of different lengths

(2) (a) Learnin4-Memory
(b) Organition in Memory

MemoryMeChanisms

Problem ,7

The envirpftment normally presents vast amounts of information
-

minute of our conscious existence. This paper deals with how our processing
_

to us every

of this information is related to the prlosence of outstanding items against a

0--

more homogeneous background. Historically it has been found that the out-

standing item is remembered better and this has been referred to as the von

Restorffr isolation effect (iE) (Wallace, 19-65).
!,)

SpeOfically it is being hypotheSized that the,IE (i.e. the signifidantly

positivedifference between isolatea and unisolated/ / IteM performance) will be
4 .

greater when there is a larger and hence more poietially confusing mass of

background items. Cimbalo (1971), in the only other experiment known to have

varied the length of the list containing the isolate, found n& relationship,

between IE and list length. However a seemingly crucial difference 3.8 that
.

/g. .

in the earlier study a sequential presentation was used. The simultaneOus

list presentation being used here has been Shown to enhance performance for

both the IE and the performance on the list .as a whole (Cimbalo, 1977). For

successively presented lists there is no evidence of an overall list facili-

tation effect,(OLFE) but for simultaneouply presented lists the evidence is

strong. The meaningfulness and/or pronounceability of the isolate was alSo

varied_ It is beinj hypothesized that the more distinctive isolates will

increase the Eas well as the OLFE.

The results would seem to be of both-theoretical and practical

significance. TheOretically the issue can be viewed as one involving the.

effective Stimulus. The-successive pxesentatiom astumes an associationistic
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or S-R orientation while the simultaneous permits perceptual and pore-complex

strategic operations.. Practically the simultaneous presentation of material

is much more analogous to learning by reading

SUbjects

,There.were 44 S"ubjects, who served to fulfill an Introductory PsTchology
-

requirement.

The subjectt were presented with 12 lists of consonants individually

Procedure
. ."

stencilled on a transparency and shown by means of an overhead projector.'

The lists yere displayed fox a 2 sec./item duration. There were tWo isolated

and two uLsolatedlists at each of the three list lengths. The lists were

randomized and presented to all subjects in the same order.paonlation was

achieved by-printing items 4-6 in 9-, 5-'7 in 11-, and 6-8 in 13-item lists

in 5 mM high. characters While the,remaining list items were printed in 2.5

mm high characterS.

Res,ults

A 2x2x3x.2 ANOVA was used to assess, the puMber of list items and

the-ntiMber of isolates correctly recalled, :The factors (and levels) were

Type of Isolate (CVO and OCC)., Scoring (letters correct only if in correct

position,Le. strict scoring, and letters,correct if recalled in any

position, i.e. lenient'scoring),
List Length (9, 11, 13) and Isolation (isolated4

and unisolated trigrams).. The Type of Isolate'was a between-subject

variable and the remaining were withinsubject variables. The..05 level

of significance Was used throughout.

Isolated Item Performance. USing 'lenient ecoring the XL increases,

with list length as can be seen in the significant Scoring X List Lc.njth
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X Isolation interaction plotted in Fig. 1. The foregoing triple interaction
was signilificant for.isoIates correct with F(2,84) 7.29. l'he largest IE is
obtained for length 11 with smaller and comparable IEsrat lengths 9 and 13
and as can beseen in.Table 1 the t tests showed all IEs-to be significant.

Insert Fig.. and Table 1 about here

Meaning and/or pronounceability enhanced the IE and a larger effect was
found fel- .the CVCs with F(1,42) =-2322 for the Type of Isolate- X Isolation
interaction.

Overall Performance. The main effect of Isolation was significant with
F(1,42) = 50.22 and the perfOrMance On isolated lists was superior. The Type
of ISolate X List Length X Isolation interaCtion was significant with
F(2,84) = 5.25 and the, plot ean be spen in Fig. 2 and the mean differences_
and t-tests apPear in Table 2. In general there were larger facilitations
due to isolation for longer list lengths but only for the CVCs.

Insert Fig. 2 and Table 2 about here

The type of Isolate X Scoring X Isolation interaction was significant
with P(1,42) .7,-..4.42 And it displayed

larger facilitation effects for CVCs
when strict storing was employed. Overall facilitation effects were
obtained for both strict and lenient scoring and CVCs and CCCs, as:isolates
as shown by significant

Scoring X Isolation and Type of Isolate X Isolation
inractions with F(1,42) = 17.25 and r(1,42) = 21.14.-
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The IE was consistently in evidence and at least for'lenient scoring
prOcedures the'hypothesis was supported that the effect increased with
increases in list lengthj The hypothesis was not supported with strict
scoring procedures where'an inverted U-shaped relationship was obtained
with an optimal effect for length 11. If,strict scoring can be assumed to
meaSure position memory in addition to itenimemory and lenient scoring Can
be assumed to be more a measure of item memory then isolation appears to
improve item memory in proportion to its list length or weakness but not
position memory.

As hypothesized; the OLFE did appear to be stronger with inceasing
list length but only for the CVC condition. With CCes list length 11
appears to be optimal and no performance

differences were obtained for
lengths 9 and 13. Sidce both larger CVCs and CCCs woUld serve to bifurcate
the lists into more clearly structured units the differences

obtained would
seem to involve the

meaningfulness and/or
pronounceability Of' the isolate.

'Perh4.ps.the processing time spent encoding the CCC isolate in the 9 and 13
item liSts did not allow,for the more effective proCessing of the remaining
list items-

Theoretically any simple associationistic
interference theory explanation

Would seem incapable of accodnting for the results.
The'relationship of the

IE.and the OLFE with list length depended upon the scoring procedure and the
type of isolate reSpectively. The simultaneous presentation oE material

# .leads to a positili.e
relationship of the Xr. with list len9th and to an OLVE

which 'is in marked contrast to earlier results with a successive presentation.
The strategy or stimulus-as-coded

seems critic'al for an, adequate explanation.
Practically if mean ngful material i5 hiqhliqhted or emphaized in'materiaI
beiny read it will ledd to better retention of the whole.
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Table 1
.

IEs (Isolated inus Unisolated Item Per1orman6)
for Trigrams Correct

Scoring Strict Lenient

9 .64* .41*

List

11 ..90* .61*Length.

13 .70*.. .93*

* = t-test significant at .05-level

Table'2

OLFEs (Isolated minus Unisolated :List Performance)
for Overall Performance

Type of
Isolate OVC CCO

.9 3.59*. -1.34List

11 3.59* 2.68*Length
13 4.65* 1.18

t-test significant at .05 level

trup
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.. Difference scOres for the strict and leniept scoring

conditionS plotted as a function of serial position with opep circles(o)

indicating isolated items.

Figure 2. Difference scores 'for. the CVC and CCC isolated trigram

types plotted as a function of serial position with open circles(o)
,

.indicating isolated items.

1
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